
Does your production need a BOOST?

Due to continuous product improvement, LPI, Inc. reserves the right to make equipment/specification changes without prior notification.

VERSATILE.

DURABLE.

DEPENDABLE.

WORKER
SAFETY
IS OUR
#1 GOAL!

LPI’s BOOST lift is a pneumatically powered personnel lift suitable 
for use in industrial or hazardous locations allowing workers to 
elevate and reposition without exiting the lift.

Now more than ever companies need a competitive 
advantage and a way to increase profit margins and 
productivity all while catering to the hard working employee.  
The BOOST lift is the perfect solution!  The BOOST lift 
provides versatility by allowing the worker to work in an 
ergonomic position and maneuverability to get around the 
product without leaving the lift.  The BOOST lift maintains 
LPI’s standards for high quality durable lift products and 
provides all the necessary features to keep your employees 
safer, allowing them to be focused on the job at hand.

Maneuverability at your fingertips!
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Features and Benefits
Durability
 Steel construction of platform and structural components.
 Robust, quality pneumatic components and fittings.

General Specifications:

35 ft retractable hose reel
40 scfm @ 90 psi
Single Operator, 300 lbs (max)
Weight (approx.) 1,000 lbs
Fork lift pockets for transport

Worker Safety
 Proper positioning of workers can reduce injuries associated
 with reach related strains.
 No more repositioning of ladders or scaffolding!

Dependability
 Designed and built to last!
 Pneumatic drive and power.  No charging needed.
 Simple controls equals lower maintenance.

Versatility
 Pneumatic drives for use in hazardous or general areas.
 Drivable & steerable.  No need to exit the lift while working.
 Auxiliary air supply connection for hand tools or cup guns.
 Range of applications!
     Paint Booths        Paint Prep Areas      Inspection
     Paint Kitchens     Sanding / Buffing     Assembly

Proudly built in Eau Claire, WI USA


